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Seventh Principle Project Schedules Full
Slate of Events at General Assembly in
Long Beach in June
This year the Seventh Principle Project sails into
Long Beach Harbor with a wonderful and varied slate
of events, including guest speaker, Rev. Rosemary
Radford Ruether, a number of workshops, a songfest,
a booth celebrating our Green Sanctuary Program and
new Earth-inspird worship and religious education
resources for congregations. We’ve packed alot into
these four days in late June and if that wasn’t enough,
we’ll recognize newly accredited Green Sanctuaries at
our annual business meeting and celebration. In addition,
two environmentally-related Study Action Items will be
discussed and voted on during the plenary sessions. So,
we’ll be busy in sunny Southern California this GA and
look forward to seeing you there!

who are emerging as key players in resistance to it. She
outlines the different theology and world view for a just,
sustainable world.
Earth-Honoring Worship That Reconnects
Friday 11:00 am - 12:15 pm Convention Center 201A
Saturday 5:00 - 6:15 pm Convention Center 102C
Worship is a central expression of our faith. Here is
worship that heals our spirit, energizes our activism for
Earth justice, and reconnects us with the web of life.
Receive new worship resources from SPP. Workshop
leaders, Claudia Kern and Rev. Katherine Jesch.
Nurturing Our Children’s Spirit-Nature Connections
Friday 1:30 - 2:45 pm Convention Center 103B
Saturday 11:00 am - 12:15 pm Convention Center 202B
Explore ideas for helping children deepen their intuitive,
spiritual connections with the natural world. Take away
a SPP resource packet to inspire earth-centered children’s
religious education in your congregation. Workshop
leader, Sparrow Alden

SPP GA Schedule Long Beach 2004
Seventh Principle Project Annual Meeting and
Celebration
Sunday 4:45 pm - 6:00 pm Convention Center 102A
This annual gathering is becoming tradition as we
again recognize newly accredited Green Sanctuary
congregations. A brief business meeting preceding the
recognition ceremony includes election of new board
members.
Women, Religion, Ecology, and Globalization
Friday 5:00 pm - 6:15 pm Convention Center 104A
SPP’s keynote address by Rosemary Radford Ruether
links the environmental justice implications of
globalization with women who are disproportionately
victims of this global pattern of impoverishment and
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An Earth and Spirit Songfest
Friday 11:00 am - 12:15 pm Convention Center 204
Monday 10:15 am - 11:30 am Convention Center 301
Drawing from the Earth and Spirit Songbook published
last year by the Seventh Principle Project, Jim Scott will
lead a celebration of ecology, justice, and peace. Collected
and arranged by Jim, this new anthology offers a variety
of music for UU worship and RE.

SPP Sponsors Lecture by Dr.
Rosemary Radford Ruether at GA

CUUPS Summer Solstice Ritual
Sunday 4:45 pm - 6:00 pm Convention Center 301
Schweitzer Reverence for Life Worship & UFETA
Annual Meeting
Sunday 8:30 pm - 9:45 pm Hyatt Regency Shoreline

Dr. Rosemary Radford Ruether is the Carpenter
Foundation professor of feminist theology at the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley, and was for many years
the Georgia Harkness Professor of Theology at GarrettEvangelical Seminary, in Chicago. She has written
some two dozen ground-breaking books in the fields of
feminist and eco-feminist theology, and she has also done
important work involving liberation theology in Latin
America. She teaches in the areas of Christian origins,
feminist and third world liberation theologies, and ecotheology.

Intimacy, The Universe, and God
Friday 1:30 pm - 2:45 pm Convention Center 201A
Thomas Starr King’s Writings on Nature
Friday 1:30 pm - 2:45 pm Convention Center 202A
Humane Education: Creating Social Change for All
Species
Friday 1:30 pm - 2:45 pm Convention Center 302

Among her books are:
•Gaia and God: An Ecofeminist Theology of Earth
Healing
•Faith and Fratricide
•Sexism and God-Talk
•WomenChurch
•Women and Redemption: A Theological History
•The Making of the Modern Family
•The Wrath of Jonah (on Israel and Palestine).

Thoreau and the Religion of the Soul
Saturday 1:30 pm - 2:45 pm Hyatt Regency Seaview A
Science and the Search for God
Saturday 3:15 pm - 4:30 pm Convention Center 104C
Simplicity Circles in UU Congregations
Saturday 3:15 pm - 4:30 pm Hyatt Regency Shoreline
Spiritual Practice As Social Responsibility
Saturday 5:00 pm - 6:15 pm Convention Center 104A

At GA, she will speak on the subject of WOMEN,
RELIGION, ECOLOGY, AND GLOBALIZATION.
Dr. Ruether will discuss the structures of globalization
and how women who are disproportionately victims
of this global pattern of impoverishment are emerging
as key players in resistance to it. She will outline the
different theology and world view necessary to construct
alternative practices for survival of our planet home.

Multiple Chemical and Environmental Sensitivities:

Vote for One of Two Earth-Related Study/
Action Issues at GA
General Assembly delegates this year will have an
opportunity to vote for the environment. Two of the four
Study/Action Issues (SAI) submitted to the Commission
on Social Witness (CSW) this year focus on major
environmental crises. S3 “Stopping Mass Extinction “
looks at the looming threat of mass extinction and the loss
of biodiversity, while S4 “Threat of Global Warming”
focuses on climate. These SAIs call upon UUs to be
mindful of our responsibility to future generations, our
commitment to the “interdependent web of life” and to
take individual and collective action to stop or slow these
devastating environmental changes. Study questions and
suggestions for actions that we can take as individuals as
well as members of our congregations are included with
each SAI.

Additional GA Programs Our
Members And Friends Are Sure
To Enjoy
Vessels of the Sun: A Choral Song Cycle
Friday 1:30 pm - 2:45 pm Convention Center 301
Saturday 11:00 am - 12:15 pm Convention Center 104B
Mystery and Harmony: Healing Power of Natural
Places
Friday 3:15 pm - 4:30 pm Hyatt Regency Shoreline
Monday 2:00 pm - 3:15 pm Convention Center 101A
Service of the Living Tradition
Friday 8:00 pm - 9:30 pm Convention Center Hall C
We hope you’ll worship with us as we celebrate SPP
board member Craig Scott who received preliminary
fellowship last December.
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The proposed SAIs will be presented and voted on
during the plenary sessions at GA. Delegates will be
allowed to vote for only one SAI, so people concerned
about the environment will have a difficult choice. The
selected SAI will then undergo a two year period of study
and final adoption as a Unitarian Universalism Statement

of Conscience.

complete services, alternative celebrations, quotations
and annotated bibliography to assist UUs everywhere in
making our relationship with our Earth home an integral
part of all our forms of worship. It is a must have for
every UU Congregation’s resource shelf and a treasuretrove for Fellowships that are lay-led. Your congregation
will want to own at least one copy! HONORING EARTH
goes to the printer this week; so we do not know the exact
price yet; however, if you are not attending GA, watch for
details on how to order on the Green Sanctuary List Serv
and in the next newsletter. If you can’t wait, contact the
Seventh Principle Project office 703-862-2436 after July
1.

Members and supporters of the Seventh Principle
Project are encouraged to speak in favor of these issues
during GA and to bring these critical issues to the
attention of UUs everywhere. For more information on
the work of the CSW and this year’s SAIs, go to their
website: http://www.uua.org/csw/.

SPP booth at GA to “Celebrate
Green Sanctuaries”!
Given the wonderful success of the SPP Green
Sanctuary Program this year seemed a fitting time to
celebrate our accredited Green Sanctuaries. The SPP
booth in the Exhibit Hall will feature events and activities
completed by some of the UU congregations that have
become accredited Green Sanctuaries in the last three
years. Come and see our display and share stories and
ideas with other individuals active in Green Sanctuary
programs around the country. While you are visiting the
booth, check out the various resources for environmental
worship, RE and music for sale there.

NURTURING THE SPIRIT-NATURE
CONNECTION will also be “launched” in a “mini”
first edition at a GA Program that will take place on
Friday, July 25, at 1:30 PM and again on Saturday at 11:
00 AM. The program will be in three parts. First, DRE
Sparrow Alden, who has been working with SPP to
design the initial template for a Children’s RE resource,
will present a lesson from her new curriculum “Animal
Helpers.” Then, Charlene Brotman will treat us to a
visual presentation of her just published children’s book,
The Kid’s Book of Awesome Stuff, and give great ideas
for using this in RE programs. Finally, Pat Hoertdoerfer,
in collaboration with Ferry Beach Camps and Conferences
will serve up ideas for using Dr. Seuss’ ÒThe LoraxÓ
in the RE classroom. This programming sampler is
designed to entice attendees into becoming involved in the
continuing development of NURTURING THE SPIRITNATURE CONNECTION. Please contact SPP to learn
how you can add to this much-needed resource and to
learn how you can obtain a copy of the first edition.

SPP Resource Materials To Debut
At GA
by Claudia Kern, SPP Board Member
The Seventh Principle Project is pleased to announce
the publication of two new resources, HONORING
EARTH: A Seventh Principle Project Worship
Resource and NURTURING THE SPIRIT-NATURE
CONNECTION: A Seventh Principle Project Resource for
Children’s RE.

If you are not attending GA and would like to
purchase a copy of either new resource, please send a
check for the appropriate amount made payable to the
Seventh Principle Project to PO Box 1523, Arlington, VA
22210

HONORING EARTH will be the inspiration the
SPP program “Earth-Honoring Worship that Reconnect”
at GA on Friday, June 25 at 11:00 PM and, again, on
Saturday at 5:00 PM. Attendees will gain an overview of
the new resource by worshipping together using elements
from the compendium. Many of the materials in the
guide have been contributed by UU ministers and Green
Sanctuary leaders, some of whom will be participating in
the service. Handouts of the materials used in the worship
service will be available for attendees, and HONORING
EARTH will be on sale both at the program and at the
Seventh Principle Booth.
HONORING EARTH is over 125 pages of chalice
lightings, prayers, meditations, readings, sermons,

Until he extends the circle
of his compassion to all
living things, man will not
himself find peace.
-Albert Schweitzer
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Green Sanctuary
News:

through 12 grades. Where they exist, they are mostly
housed with those who produced them in individual
congregations, not readily accessible to others. This year,
we launched a project to create an inventory of these
materials with the aid of Ms. Sparrow Alden, DRE from
the UU Congregation of the Upper Valley in Norwich,
VT. Sparrow has started to create a “curriculum map”
which will also be highlighted at a GA workshop. We’ll
gather feedback and solicit additional participation at the
workshop, and also through our website. Following this
initial mapping step, we plan to contract for a Religious
Educator to collect relevant materials currently in use
in UUA congregations. Our goal is to create a set of
resources containing: 1) teacher guides for up to 15 new
works, 2) an annotated bibliography of publications, 3)
an archive of inter-generational and children’s worship
services, and 4) a new one-month long sample curriculum.
All materials will have a UU focus and be made available
to all congregations.

by Katherin Jesch, Director of Environmental
Ministry

Last year at this time, we reported thirty Green
Sanctuary candidates, ten of whom have now been
accredited. This year we report 35 candidates, at least
four of whom are awaiting their congregational votes to
seek accreditation over the next two weeks. Assuming
these votes are affirmative, we expect to recognize these
four new Green Sanctuaries at our annual meeting in
Long Beach. Our next newsletter will profile the newly
accredited congregations.
At the other end of the process, congregations may
enter candidacy at any time throughout the year. Since
last June we have enrolled 15 new congregations, for
a total of 35 candidates (see list for the complete list).
Most of the candidates will continue their work into the
next year, but several have reported they are close to
completing.

2004 Candidate Congregations

In other congregational work, SPP Board member
Kath Schomaker organized a workshop in may to bring
her own congregation, the Unitarian Society of New
Haven, CT (USNH), into the Green Sanctuary Program.
Rev. Katherine Jesch facilitated the Saturday workshop,
at which ten members gathered to envision their
congregation as a Green Sanctuary, and to learn how to
get the program started.
We have long felt the need to be more pro-active in
creating archives of technical resource materials for Green
Sanctuaries and other UU environmentalists. One of
our most rewarding projects has been to collect worship
resources celebrating our connection with the Earth.
Such resources are available from many sources, but
most published collections are either from an explicitly
Christian perspective or a specifically pagan orientation.
Both are relevant, but neither is sufficient for many UUs.
We find that materials with a more multi-faceted UU
perspective are difficult to find, and seekers must search
far and wide for integrated worship material drawing on
a variety of sources. There is almost no help for tying
these materials to our UU theology and evolving spiritual
practices. To remedy the situation this year, we have
undertaken a project to compile sermons, meditations,
readings and other materials for earth-centered UU
worship. A pilot collection will be released at a workshop
at General Assembly, and a packet of materials will be
available for sale at our exhibit booth.
We also find that religious education resources
with a UU perspective are not readily available for K-
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All Souls UU Church, Braintree, MA
All Souls Church, Brattleboro, VT
UU Fellowship of Ames, IA
UU Church of Annapolis, MD
Arlington St Church, UU, Boston, MA
First UU Church of Austin, TX
First Church of Barre Universalist, VT
Bay Area UU Church, Houston, TX
UU Church of Belfast, ME
1st UU Ch of Berks Co., Reading PA
Beverly Unitarian Church, Chicago, IL
Bradford Comm Ch, UU, Kenosha, WI
UU Fellowship of Centre Co, State College, PA
UU Church of the West, Brookfield, WI
UU Congr of Columbus, Columbus, IN
Community Church of New York, NY
Unitarian Ch of Evanston, IL
UU Church of Fort Myers, FL
UU Fellowship of Franklin, NC
Gaia Community, Shawnee Mission, KS
UU Fellowship, Gainesville, FL
Holston Valley UU Church, TN
Hopedale UU Community, Oxford, OH
Kingston Unit. Fellowship, Kingston, ON Can
UU Church of the Lehigh Valley, Bethlehem, PA
UU Fellowship of Midland, MI
UU Congr Monmouth Co, Lincroft, NJ
Unitarian Church of Montreal, QU, Canada
Mount Vernon Unitarian Ch, Alexandria, VA
1st Unit. Ch. Oklahoma City, OK
UU Fellowship of Pottstown, PA
UU Westside Congregation, Rio Rancho, NM

UU Fellowship of Sussex County, Newton, NJ
UU Church of Tallahassee, FL
Unitarian Fellowship of West Chester, PA

Friday, June 25 between 10 and 11 PM. Please see the
article by Ms. Spatrisano elsewhere in this newsletter.
In the next two years, the Seventh Principle
Project hopes to play a key role in helping to implement
the strategies for greening GA. For the first time, we
believe that there is a serious level of recognition of
the place of environmental issues in our faith and a
real commitment to putting our seventh principle into
action in our institutional practices. Within the limits
of our resources, SPP is committed to being a leader of
this new initiative within the UUA. We hope to meet
with the GA Planning Committee in the fall to present
a proposal for an environmentally themed General
Assembly in 2006 in St. Louis and to discuss in more
detail how the members of the Seventh Principle can
support the Planning Committee in their commitment
to green conferencing. Truly, the time is right to bring
the work of the Seventh Principle to greater visibility
within the UUA. Your membership and support will
make this possible.

Green Sanctuary “Shop Talk” with
Katherine Jesch at GA

SPP Environmental Minister, the Rev. Katherine
Jesch, will be available to discuss the Green Sanctuary
process with anyone who would like to ask questions,
make comments, or discuss their congregation’s status.
Katherine’s tentative “office hours” are listed below, but
come by early to confirm the schedule, as schedules are
hard to predict before GA starts. If these times are not
convenient, she will be happy to schedule an appointment
with you outside of Exhibit Hall hours, so just ask.

Tentative Consultation Schedule:
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

1:30-3:00 pm
12:30-1:15 pm
12:15-1:15 pm
2:00-3:30 pm
11:45 am-12:15 pm

“Meet” Meeting Strategies Worldwide!
by Amy Spatrisano, CMP Meeting Strategies
Worldwide

GA Planning Committee Acts On
Seventh Principle Proposal

Meeting Strategies Worldwide is pleased to
be working with the UUA to support Unitarian
Universalism’s commitment to the environment as
described in the “Problem of Environment” General
Resolution adopted in 1977 which urges, “…Each of us
as individuals to become responsible members of our
ecological niche by making ourselves aware of the crises
that threaten our survival as a species and to support
environmental awareness by the examples of our lives
and our stimulation of others both individually and within
the group to which we belong.” Beginning in 2004,
Meeting Strategies Worldwide will work with UUA staff,
board and volunteers to define and approve achievable
“green policies” for the upcoming 2005 and 2006 General
Assembly. We will assist the UUA in implementing
green meeting policies by working with the facility,
hotels and the contracted vendors. In particular we
will focus on strategies to facilitate water conservation,
energy efficiency, reduce and manage waste, reduce
detrimental impacts on regional air quality and encourage
environmental purchacing. Meeting Strategies Worldwide
will be monitoring the efforts and measuring successes
made toward producing an environmentally responsible
GA as we move forward.

by Claudia Kern, SPP Board Member
With pride and excitement, we are pleased to
announce that the UUA General Assembly Planning
Committee, $25,000 has been allocated for the first
year of a two-year contract with Meeting Strategies
Worldwide, the premiere meeting planning company
having environmental stewardship and sustainability as
its mission. This company will work with the General
Assembly staff and Planning Committee to institute
policies promoting environmental responsibility and to
educate attendees. This is a major achievement for the
Seventh Principle Project which presented a proposal to
the GA Planning Committee last September requesting
that the Planning Committee make a strong commitment
to reducing the environmental impact of GA and give
financial and policy support to hiring an outside consultant
or other specialist to begin immediate implementation.
To that end, we facilitated an informational meeting
Jan Sneegas the General Assembly Manager, and Amy
Spatrisano from Meeting Strategies Worldwide last fall,
and the Committee was subsequently convinced of the
financial and environmental benefits that could come from
working with a green consulting firm.
Ms. Spatrisano will be at General Assembly this
year to gain an overview of GA. She is hoping to spend
time at the Seventh Principle booth talking with UUs on
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Meeting Strategies Worldwide has the unique ability
to provide greening services to UUA. As the leader of
green consulting in the meeting and hospitality industry,
we provide state-of-the-art expertise to all functions of

a conference. Meeting Strategies Worldwide facilitates,
consults, and trains a variety of clients on environmentally
responsible practices in meeting management. We
have spoken to industry groups and authored articles
for the leading trade organizations and business
publications. Meeting Strategies Worldwide won the
2003 IMEX Environmental Meetings Award and Success
Meetings Super Six Award for their work on the Forest
Leadership Forum held in April 2002. The IMEX award
acknowledges environmental excellence and innovation
and represents the highest accolades for environmental
responsibility among meeting planners and hosts.

grant from the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock. If
successful, the grant will help to support our achievement
of four goals we have outlined for the next three to five
years:
1. Increase organizational effectiveness: to
insure consistent program delivery, reliable
administrative operations, and accountability.
2. Expand environmental program delivery:
to fulfill our emerging role as the UU “informed
voice” on environmental matters.
3. Expand Green Sanctuary Program breadth
and depth: to encourage and guide congregations
to become Green Sanctuaries, and to facilitate
continued engagement of accredited Green
Sanctuary congregations.
4. Increase Seventh Principle Project Mission
awareness: to inspire deeper connections
between our natural world and our spiritual lives.

SPP Board Members Celebrating
Life Passages this Spring!!
Seventh Principle Project is celebrating with two of
our Board members as they graduate from seminaries and
cross the threshold into Unitarian Universalist ministry.
Lyn Stangland Cameron graduated on May 22 from
Andover Newton Theological Seminary and will settle
into her ministerial internship at the Unitarian Universalist
Church of Annapolis, MD (which, by the way, happens
to be a Green Sanctuary candidate). The next year for
Lyn will be a different kind of learning experience, as
she hones her practical skills and prepares to see the
Ministerial Fellowship Committee in Spring, 2005.

The grant will allow us to increase our
Environmental Minister to half-time (currently she works
one-quarter time), and to devote her time more fully to
congregational and denominational support of Green
Sanctuary and related environmental programs. We
would also hire a half-time executive director to improve
our management of program delivery and operations.
We hope to implement strategies to more extensively
support our members directly in both activism and
spiritual practice at local and regional levels, facilitating
collaboration and synergy in and among congregations.
We also want to be much more proactive at enlisting UUA
staff and related organizations in this important work.

Craig Scott is completing the preparation phase of
his journey into ministry with graduation from the Pacific
School of Religion in Berkeley, CA, on May 23rd. Craig
received the nod from the MFC last December after
completing his internship at the UU Fellowship in
Sunnyvale, CA, and is hopeful that he will find a
settlement next year.

We know that you, our members and friends, are
always looking for ways to be more involved in living our
Seventh Principle. We feel an obligation to be better able
to support and facilitate your efforts. We are confident
that attracting adequate financial resources will allow us
to make better use of the creativity and commitment of all
Unitarian Universalists who join with us in affirming and
promoting “the interdependent web of all existence, of
which we are a part.”

In a different vein, Board member Lara Hoke is
celebrating the new marriage option for gay and lesbian
couples in Massachusetts by getting married. Lara and
her life partner, Emily, tied the knot on June 5 after being
together for many years. Congratulations, Lara and
Emily!
joys!

We wish Lyn, Craig, and Lara many blessings and

It will likely be several months before we get a
response from the Veatch Program, but we’ll keep you
posted on the outcome.

SPP Applies for Grant from
Veatch
The SPP Board has a vision for a much larger role
for Unitarian Universalists in response to the rapidly
increasing need for programs and services by Unitarian
Universalists seeking to connect our environmental
values with our faith in our personal, congregational and
denominational lives. To make it possible to achieve
this vision, we recently submitted a proposal for a major
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It’s Time to Join or Renew your
Membership in the Seventh
Principle Project

contributions by taking up plate collections at their Earth
Day services this spring. Thank you, Mount Vernon
Unitarian Church in Alexandria, Virginia, for $615.00;
the UU Congregation of Frederick, Maryland, for
$597.00; and the Unitarian Society of New Haven in
Hamden, CT, for over $900.00!

The Seventh Principle Project relies on annual
membership dues and donations to help pay for the
services and programs we offer. Like many other
organizations, it’s that time of the year when we ask
people to renew their memberships. A membership
renewal form is included at the end of this newsletter.
Please give as generously as you can. Amounts above the
basic membership fee of $25 will be considered as taxdeductible donations.

Remember that our membership year runs from July
through June to match our fiscal year. If you have not
already paid your membership yet this year, be aware that
now is the time for renewal! (If you have paid since April
1, you are considered a member in good standing for the
coming year and will be eligible to vote on the budget and
elect Board members at our annual meeting). Please take
a moment now to renew your membership using the form
on the back of this newsletter. This is sort of like public
radio, you know. . . Without your support, we can’t exist.
We’re counting on you!

While the Rev. Bill Sinkford, President of the UUA,
has expressed in several venues his belief that SPP serves
a very important role as the environmental conscience
for the UUA, the Unitarian Universalist Association
sees this work of justice for the Earth as a grassroots
effort rather than an institutional responsibility and the
UUA does not promote our work, nor does it support us
financially. So, it is up to you and your congregations to
support this mission. We’ve accomplished a tremendous
amount over the last four years, but we are stretched
very thin. At present we are only able to support our
Director of Environmental Ministry at 10-15 hours per
week. Significant work of the organization is undertaken
by volunteer board members and others, who collectively
put in hundreds of hours each year on critical projects.
In fact, it is more important than ever that we step up
the pace. The evidence of grassroots support for this
work is obvious. This year we have over 30 Green
Sanctuary candidate congregations in addition to the 15
congregations that have already been accredited. We’ve
done this work on small grants, memberships, donations,
and sales of the Green Sanctuary manual and we continue
to seek other sources of revenue, but in order to respond
to the growing need, we must rely on memberships and
contributions from YOU.

Planning a Hotel Stay Sometime
Soon? Take Your Advocacy on the
Road!
Environmentally conscious business and leisure
travelers often find themselves at hotels with few
environmentally responsible service options. Now there
is a Guest Request Card that you can use to request
environmentally responsible service upon checking-in to a
hotel and to provide feedback to the hotel upon checking
out. This card makes it simple to make your requests
known while building consumer demand for good
environmental practices.
The Guest Request Card was developed by
Meeting Strategies International (see article “GA
Planning Committee Acts”) for CERES’ (Coalition for
Environmentally Responsible Economies) Green Hotel
Initiative and will be made available to all General
Assembly registrants as they receive their conference
badges this year. You can order multiple Guest Request
Cards at http://www.ceres.org/our_work/ghi/grc.htm#top.
Wouldn’t this make a great environmental project for your
congregation?

Individual membership has stayed fairly steady
in the current year at about 120 members. Last year
we adopted a multi-level dues structure to encourage
individual contributions above the minimum level. As
many of you responded to our call, we were impressed
that more than a third paid more than the minimum
$25.00, indicating that you recognize and support the
importance of our mission. We thank you for your
generous support!
We are also very pleased to count 44 congregational
members, including three who made much larger

To expand your consciousness,
concentrate on the distances of
your environment.
-J. Donald Walters
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The Seventh Principle Project Needs You!

Help our organization grow by joining us today! We are a volunteer organization dedicated to affirming and
promoting the Seventh Principle: “Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part.”.
Please join or renew today. Membership levels are described on the previous page. To join or renew, just complete the membership form below and send it and a check payable to “The Seventh Princple Project” to:

Membership Categories:

Seventh Principle Project
PO Box 1523
Arlington, VA 22210
Name: __________________________________________
Street or PO Box: _________________________________
City: ___________________________________________

Planting the Seed

$

25/year

Kindling the Flame

$

50

Stepping in the Stream

$ 100

Putting Down Roots

$ 250

Soaring Like an Eagle

$ 500

Thinking Like a Mountain

$ 1000

Congregational

$ 100

State or Province: _________________________________
Zip or Postal Code: ___________________________________________________________
email address: _______________________________________________________________
Congregation: _______________________________________________________________
"
The Seventh Principle Project
Katherine Jesch
Director of Environmental Ministry
P.O. Box 1523
Arlington, VA 22210

For further information, visit our website
www.uuaspp.org
or call us at (703)-920-3615
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